SW-CCEF-SLT CENTER CHANNEL END FEED INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. SLIP THE CENTER CHANNEL END FEED BRACKET TABS INTO THE TRACK END, AND MAKE SURE THE BRACKET IS PUSHED DIRECTLY AGAINST THE RACEWAY BASE END.
2. INSTALL SUPPLIED SCREWS INTO THE BRACKET TAB TAPS, AND TIGHTEN THEM TO SECURELY CAPTURE BRACKET.
3. ROUTE WIRES/CABLES THRU OPENING AND MAKE ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AS REQUIRED.

Classification: CTS/DTS 3.102 Flushfloor, 3.103 Onfloor, 6.101.1 Dry-Treatment Only, 6.2.6 10J Impact, 6.102.3 1,000 N Small Surface Load, 6.4.1 Non-Flame Propagating
IP41; Min Storage Temp - 25°C; Installation and Application Temp - 15°C to 60°C

CAUTION: ENSURE EDGE OF RACEWAY COVER IS DEBURRED.